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Summary
› D2.4: Self-contained description of WP2 research
› Structure
- Ch1: Introduction

- Table of all TeCs (including clusters) investigated in WP2

- Ch2: Candidate technologies for the 5G system
› High level overview & conclusions on the topics covered by the 3 tasks
- highlighting key aspects of each TeC
- emphasizing maturity for practical application & potential for 5G

- Ch3: Radio link technology components
› Detailed but compact description of each investigated TeC
- Summary of work and most promising results
- Short overall conclusion per each TeC

- Ch4: Conclusion and future work

- Including summary of the 5 most promising TeC clusters

- Ch5: References
- Ch6: Annex A – TeC profiles and detailed performance eval. results
›
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Annex A
› TeC profile tables
Technology component profile
KPIs, GRMs and GRTs considered and achieved

Refer to KPIs and GRMs specified in D2.1 & quantify the

gain

achievable gain.

Baseline for performance comparison

Common reference: LTE Rel.11

Update of the results w.r.t D2.3

What is new compared to D2.3?

Revolution or evolution

Is a system redesign required to realize your TeC (revolution) or

Connection
to D2.1

could it be introduced in a future release of LTE (evolution)?
Targeted test cases (TC)

TeC has been selected for TC evaluation of the following TCs:
[add test cases]
TeC has not been selected, but could be useful for the following
TC(s): [test case + short reasoning]

Impacted HTs

TeC has been selected for the HT system concept: [add HTs]
TeC has not been selected, but could be useful for the following

Connection
inside METIS

HT(s): [HT + short reasoning]
System aspects addressed

Cross-connection to other TeC clusters

-

xMBB (xtreme mobile broadband)

-

massive MTC

-

ultra-reliable MTC

If there are x-connections, specify these and add a short
explanation on this connection
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Connection
inside WP2

Annex A
› TeC‘s individual contribution to METIS overall goals
Contribution to METIS overall goals
1000x data volume

If applicable please write 1-2 lines

10-100 user data rate

If applicable please write 1-2 lines

10-100x number of devices

If applicable please write 1-2 lines

10x longer battery life

If applicable please write 1-2 lines

5x E-E reduced latency

If applicable please write 1-2 lines

Energy efficiency and cost

If applicable please write 1-2 lines

› Further evaluation results
- Detailed research results complementing those published in
conference papers & D2.3 as referenced
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Task 3

Task 2

Task 1

WP2 TeC clusters
No.

TeC Cluster name

1

Unified air interface design for dense deployments

2

Optimized signaling for low cost MMC devices

3

RF architecture for dynamic spectrum access

4

Multiple air interface management

6

Air interface for moving networks

7

Faster than Nyquist

8

Filtered and filterbank based multi-carrier

9

Modulation & coding and new channel coding concepts

9.2

Advanced coding and decoding

10

Advanced transceiver design

11

Multiple Access

11.1

Non- and quasi-orthogonal access allowing spectrum overload

11.2

FBMC based multiple access and Cognitive Radio

12

Medium Access Contron (MAC)

12.1

Contention based massive access

13

Hybrid Automatic Repeat Request (HARQ)

14

Radio link enablers for RRM
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Contains single
TeC only

Contains single
TeC only

Contains single
TeC only

TeCs in the Clusters
Cluster#1: Unified air interface design for dense deployments
TeC#1.1 Harmonized OFDM
TeC#1.2 METIS UDN optimized frame structure
TeC#1.3 Dynamic TDD

Cluster#9: Mod. & cod. and new channel coding concepts
TeC#9.1 Constrained envelope coded modulation
Cluster#9.2: Advanced coding and decoding
TeC#9.2.1 Adaptive complexity flexible baseband
TeC#9.2.2 Practical lattice codes

Cluster#2: Optimized signaling for low-cost MMC devices
TeC#2.1 MMC-type D2D links
TeC#2.2 Qasi-orthogonal random access
TeC#2.3 Hybrid access scheme for reduced signaling overhead

Cluster#10: Advanced transceiver design
TeC#10.1 Full duplex communications
TeC#10.2 Multi-rate equalizers for single carrier communications

TeC#3: RF architecture for dynamic spectrum access

Cluster#11: Multiple access (MA)

Cluster#4: Multiple air interface management
TeC#4.1 Multiple interface management in MT-HetNets
TeC#4.2 Software configurable air interface

Cluster#11.1: Non- & quasi-orthog. MA allow. spectr overload
TeC#11.1.1 Non-orthogonal multipe access (NOMA)
TeC#11.1.2 Sparse code multiple access (SCMA)

Cluster#5 Advanced signaling concepts

Cluster#11.2: FBMC based MA and Cognitive Radio
TeC#11.2.1 MA for MIMO FBMC systems
TeC#11.2.2 MA using Cognitive Radio

Cluster#6: Air interface for moving networks
TeC#6.1 Framework for URC
TeC#6.2 Modelling & predicting the reliability of a link
TeC#6.3 Channel estimation for V2V links
TeC#6.4 Channel prediction
TeC#6.5 Ad-hoc MAC for V2V
TeC#7: Faster than Nyquist
Cluster#8: Filtered and filterbank based multi-carrier
TeC#8.1 FBMC based waveform & transceiver design
TeC#8.2 Universal filtered multi-carrier (UFMC)

Cluster#12: Medium access control (MAC)
Cluster#12.1: Contention based massive access
TeC#12.1.1 Coded random access
TeC#12.1.2 Coded access reservation
TeC#12.1.3 Adv. PHY processing for enhanced MAC
TeC#12.2 Distributed network synchronization
TeC#12.3 MAC for UDN and mmW
Cluster#13: Hybrid automatic repeat request (HARQ)
TeC#13.1 Backtrack retransmission with ternary feedback
TeC#13.2 Reliability-based HARQ
TeC#14 Radio Link Enablers for RRM
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Overview on WP2 deliverables
› D2.1 Requirement analysis and design approaches for 5G air interface
- Short descriptions of the 14 research topics and requirements addressed by each of
them. Introducing framework of „general requirement metrics“.

› D2.2 Novel radio link concepts and state of the art analysis
- State of the art analysis and detailed description of the planned research per
research topic

› D2.3 Components of a new air interface - building blocks and
performance
- Introduction of TeC clusters to substitute the „research topics“
- Preliminary research results for each TeC

› D2.4 Proposed solutions for new radio access
- Self-contained description of the research per TeC and overall conclusions
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Highlights of D2.4
› 5 TeC cluster selected as „most promising“
-

TeCC#1: Unified air interface design for dense deployments
TeCC#6: Air interface for moving networks
TeCC#8: Filtered and filterbank based multi-carrier
TeCC#11.1 Non- and quasi-orthogonal multiple access
TeCC#12.1: Contention based massive access

› Further TeCs with significant advances w.r.t. SotA
- TeC#2.1 MMC type D2D links
- TeC#10.1 Full Duplex communications
- TeCC#13 HARQ
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 Concept of an air interface for UDN targeting MBB
 Harmonized OFDM: Scalable frame structure covering
a broad range of frequencies up to millimeter waves
 Unified base band design minimizes cost & complexity
 Facilitates energy-efficient solution

 UDN optimized TDD frame structure
 separation of data and control in time
 control available in both directions in every frame

Harmonized OFDM

Unified air interface design for dense
deployments

 Dynamic TDD: Enabling flexibility and short latency

Dynamic TDD

 Supporting highly asymmetric UL/DL traffic expected in UDN
 Fast reaction time since bi-directional control info is
contained in every short subframe

UDN optimized frame structure
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Air interface for moving networks
 Addresses aspects of an air interface for moving
networks & provides enablers for future V2V services
 Objectives:
 Improve the robustness of mobile communication links
 Enable services with strict reliability requirements such
as road safety applications.

 Framework for URC, enabling opportunistic access of
ultra-reliable services
 Complemented by toolbox for modelling and predicting
the reliability of the radio link

Application
Availability
Request (AR)

Availability
Indicator (AI)

Availability Estimation and Indication (AEI)

Reliable Transmission Link (RTL)

Framework for URC

 Novel channel estimation and channel prediction
techniques for highly time variant channels
 Ad-hoc MAC: Enabling V2V communication in the
case of limited or no network connectivity

v

Ad-hoc MAC for V2V

Channel prediction based
on „predictor antennas“
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Channel estimation utilizing
V2x channel model

Optimized Distribution

Some results of the cluster

Distribution Λ(x) = 0.86x 3 + 0.14x 8

100

- an uncoordinated MAC protocol exploiting
interference cancellation in slots with packet collisions
- controls latency
- significantly outperforms CSMA used in 802.11p:
More than twice the number of users!

› Structured channel estimation for V2V

PL R
PER

› Ad-hoc MAC: Coded slotted ALOHA (CSA)
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- Exploiting the structure found in the delay-Doppler
domain in V2V links
Uncoordinat
ed Mult iple Access for Vehicular Networks
- Significantly improved performance compared
to
conventional methods: MSE improvement of up to 15 dB
compared to least squares (LS) estimator
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Filtered and filter bank based multi-carrier
 Key enabler for a flexible air interface:
New waveforms using pulse shapes with good
energy localization in frequency
 Allow partitioning the spectrum into independent
bands that can be individually configured

OFDM

 e.g. subcarrier spacing, pulse shape

 Relaxed requirements for synchronization
between bands assigned to different users

FBMC

 enables asynchronous multi-user transmission

 Excellent capabilities for coexistence of services
in the same band and spectrum sharing

 Two candidates:

FBMC

 Filter bank based multi-carrier (FBMC)
 Overlapping symbols, OQAM signaling

 Universal filtered multi-carrier (UFMC)
 Maintains OFDM signal structure

time
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Achievements in FBMC research
› Key aspects of FBMC as an enabler for a flexible air interface design
- Channel adaptive pulse shaping per sub-band

› Adapting pulse shape or subcarrier spacing to channel
improves the link’s robustness to channel distortions like Doppler

- Synchronization robustness

› spectral containment of pulses enables interference isolation
of more than 60 dB in async. FDMA multi-user scenarios

- Prototype filter (PF) design

› Derivation of an analytical expression for short PFs

› Solutions for practical challenges
- Filter tails in short package transmission

› Solutions based on circular convolution can shorten the tail
while maintaining all favourable properties of FBMC

- Channel estimation (CE)

› Novel CE scheme for long delay-spread channels enables
achieving same performance as OFDM in typical LTE scenarios

- MIMO

› Simulations: FBMC can achieve same performance as OFDM
for all LTE MIMO transmission modes with linear transceivers
› Scheme to avoid guard carrier between MIMO precoded sub-bands
› Precoding using punctured zero forcing can remove error floor

- RF imperfections

› Analysis shows similar sensitivity as in OFDM;
novel compensation methods result in no performance gap.
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Non- and quasi-orthogonal multiple
access allowing spectrum overload
 Number of simultaneously served users no longer bound to set of orthog. resources
 Non-orthogonal resource allocation allows for a spectrum overloading, enabling gains
 in user and system throughput of up to 50% compared to LTE using orthogonal user multiplexing
 in number of connected devices by a factor of 2-3

 MIMO spatial diversity gains can be maintained (open & closed loop)
 Price: Higher complexity @RX, since non-linear and multi-user detection is needed.

NOMA: Non-Orthogonal Multiple Access
Power/Frequency Domain Multiplexing
FEC
Encoder 1

OFDMA
f

FEC
Encoder 2

FEC
Encoder 3

SCMA: Sparse Code Multiple Access
Code/Power Domain Multiplexing
b11b12…

b21b22…

b31b32…

SCMA MODULATION
CODEBOOK MAPPING

SCMA block 1

SCMA MODULATION
CODEBOOK MAPPING
UE1
SCMA MODULATION
CODEBOOK MAPPING

UE2
UE3

FEC
Encoder 4

b41b42…

SCMA block 2

…

UE4
SCMA MODULATION
CODEBOOK MAPPING

UE5
UE6

FEC
Encoder 5

NOMA
f

FEC
Encoder 6

b51b52…

b61b62…

SCMA MODULATION
CODEBOOK MAPPING

SCMA MODULATION
CODEBOOK MAPPING

SCMA: well-suited for contention-based access in MMC
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f

Performance evaluation results
- Increase of achievable cell throughput compared to orthogonal multiple
access (OMA) by up to 70%
› Depends on target value for celledge user throughput, determined by
 steering the proportional fair
scheduler

Cell throughput [Mbps]

› NOMA

• NOMA cell throughput gains increase more (up to 70%) as
cell-edge user throughput target is set higher.
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› SCMA

Gains of NOMA

α=0.6
α=0.8
α=0.6

Small cell (ISD=200m, 6UE),
All UEs are located outdoor
TM3, 2x2
α=1.0

α=0.8

α=1.2

45%

α=1.4
α=1.6

α=1.0
α=1.2

NOMA

OMA

α=2.0
α=1.4 α=1.6
70%α=3.0
α=2.0
α=4.0
α=3.0
α=4.0

0.5
1
1.5
Cell edge user throughput [Mbps]

- Gains in cell average throughput (Tput)
and cell-edge throughput (Cov.)
compared to OFDMA for
› Alamouti (SFBC): 50% / up to 70%
› spatial multiplexing (SM): 20% / up to 40%

- At higher velocity

› Cell average throughput gain stable
› Cell-edge throughput gain increases
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Gains of SCMA

2

Contention based massive access

1
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Preambles

 Coded Random Access

0

Preambles

 Contention space of the coded access reservation protocol is
expanded by introducing codeword spanning over several
successive sub-frames to reduce occurrence of collisions

Uplink (Random Requests)

RAO

 Coded Access Reservation

Sub-Frames (Time)
Sub-Frame

PRBs (Frequency)

 MAC schemes for contention or reservation based access
of a large number of devices with low overhead

6
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9

0

1
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Free Preambles
Coded Reservation Preambles

 Users send multiple replicas randomly in multiple slots
 Resolve collisions by inter- and intra-slot interference cancellation

 Compressive Sensing based Multi-User Detection (CS-MUD)

Coded Reservation
Frame

 Exploit sporadic MMC access
 Achieves joint activity and data detection
 Resolves collisions per slot already @PHY

Sub-Frame

Sub-Frame

Coded Access Reservation

t
N users

t

. . .

t
M slots

. . .

Coded Random Access

sensor nodes
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fusion center

t

Compressive sensing based MUD

CS-MUD joins Coded Random Access
PHY activity
N users determined by MAC

CS-MUD in each slot to resolve
collisions @PHY
 non-singleton slots decodable!

M slots

. . .

. . .

Without additional control overhead:
MAC:
PHY:
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•
•

controls activity/sparsity @PHY
resolves collisions unresolved by PHY

•

allows for decoding of non-singleton slots
 enables higher user density @ MAC:
up to 10x more users compared to LTE settings!

TeC#2.1 MMC type D2D links
› MMC type low power and low rate D2D links underlaid a
cellular downlink transmission with link reliability assurance
- Cellular machine type D2D connections between low-cost MTDs and
cellular users as underlay of a cellular downlink
Normal
D2D

- Requirements: Protection of the cellular link
 zero outage
- Assumption: No CSI at BS
- Options:

› Joint multi-user decoding (JD)  multiple links
› Single-user decoding (SD)  single link

- JD enables underlay D2D links with low penalty
for cellular link with zero outage guarantee
- If the MTDs rate is very low, a large
number of MTDs can be supported
(assuming JD)
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B

Base Station
U2
Cellular Device
Access Load
Relief Area

Low Power
Consumption

U1

Cellular MTD
Device-to-Infrastructure
Device-to-Device

M1
Machine-Type Device-to-Device

TeC#10.1 Full Duplex communications
› Transmission & reception at the same time on the same frequency band has
the potential to double spectrum efficiency.
› However, self-interference (SI) cancellation is required.
- SI occurs as Tx signal superposes Rx signal
- To recover Rx signal, cancellation of
(high power) Tx signal
- Practical for low power systems only,
where difference between Rx and Tx
power is not too large

› Example: D2D link as underlay
of a cellular link
- throughput can be doubled if the
cancelled self-interference is above
a level of 100 dB
- Full Duplex (FD) / Half Duplex (HD)
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D2D as underlay of cellular link

D2D FD:
2 Mbit/s

D2D HD:
1 Mbit/s

x2

TeCC#13 HARQ
› Backtrack retransmission (BRQ)
- HARQ scheme targeting high avg. throughput
with avg. delay constraint based on quant. delayed CSIT
› Key idea: amount of incr. redundancy bits for retransmission
selected depending on received SINR

- BRQ approaches ergodic capacity of block-fading channel
- BRQ for a given avg. delay is proven to be optimal
- BRQ with ternary feedback: Limited feedback solution
achieving performance close to optimum

› Reliability based HARQ
- Feedback about the quality of incorrectly received packet
enables adapting format of retransmissions (#RBs & MCS)
- Throughput improvements of 25%-35% compared to
conventional HARQ for velocities up to 250 km/h
- 2 bit reliability feedback realized as asymmetric QPSK
enables power savings of up to 1.6-1.9 dB vs. QPSK
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Revolution vs. Evolution
› From a total of 33 TeCs in WP2
- 18 are considered revolutionary, as they introduce a new
system approach requiring a redesign of the system
› among these: TeCC#1, TeC#6.2-6.5, TeC#8.1, TeCC#12.1,
TeC#2.1, TeC#10.1

- 11 are considered evolutionary

› among these: TeC#6.1, TeCC#13

- 4 can be implemented in two flavours, one being
evolutionary and the other being revolutionary
› among these: TeC#8.2, TeCC#11.1
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